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Abstract
Brain imaging measures of entorhinal cortex and hippocampus volumes provide valid and reliable markers of Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
Since AD neurofibrillary pathology begins more laterally in the transentorhinal region (TR) of the perirhinal cortex, volumetric measures of
this structure might provide more sensitive preclinical markers of AD, provided its anatomic location is known. The purpose of this study
was therefore to define the anatomic location of the TR with respect to the collateral sulcus. Gallyas-stained coronal temporal lobe sections
of consecutively autopsied patients were inspected and included in this study if the staining clearly marked the TR (n = 64). The number and
depths of the collateral sulci were related to the lengths and placement of the TRs. Two patterns emerged: (1) if two discontinuous collateral
sulci were present, the TR straddled the more medial and shallow collateral sulcus (8%); (2) if one collateral sulcus was present (91%), the TR
included its medial bank. We provide more detailed descriptions of the lateral and medial TR borders for use in volumetric imaging studies.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A major focus in aging and dementia research is the preclinical detection of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Deficits in
episodic memory and measures of entorhinal cortex and hippocampal volumes, structures essential to normal episodic
memory functioning, are currently recognized as reliable
markers of incipient AD (Almkvist and Winblad, 1999;
Csernansky et al., 2005; Dickerson et al., 2001; Jack et al.,
1999; Small et al., 2003). These measures are strongly associated with one of the two neuropathological hallmarks of
AD: intracellular neurofibrillary tangles and neuropil threads
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(Bobinski et al., 1996; Delacourte et al., 1999; Gosche et al.,
2002; Nagy et al., 1999b; Tiraboschi et al., 2004).
In spite of the focus on episodic memory functioning and
its associated structures, neurofibrillary changes associated
with AD start neither in the entorhinal cortex nor the hippocampus, but in the neighbouring “transentorhinal cortex”
((Braak and Braak, 1985); corresponding to Stage I (Braak
and Braak, 1991)). This region corresponds to Brodmann’s
cytoarchitectonic field 35 and Van Hoesen and Pandya’s field
35a, i.e. the medial portion of the perirhinal cortex (Garey,
1999; Insausti et al., 1987; Van Hoesen and Pandya, 1975).
Neurofibrillary pathology proceeds in an orderly, hierarchical fashion, first compromising neurons in the transentorhinal
region (TR), then extending medially into layer II of the
entorhinal cortex (Stage II) before proceeding to the hippocampus and temporal neocortex (Stage III) and afterwards
to adjoining association (Stages IV–V) and primary sensory
areas (Stage VI) (Braak and Braak, 1991, 1997; Gertz et al.,
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1998). Although the “transentorhinal Stages I–II” may begin
years and even decades before the diagnosis of AD (Braak and
Braak, 1997) and was first considered clinically silent (Braak
and Braak, 1991), prospective neuropathological studies have
since shown that several of these older individuals were diagnosed with amnestic Mild Cognitive Impairment and even
overt dementia within a year of death (e.g. 21% and 21%,
respectively (Riley et al., 2002), and 15% and 27% (Bennett
et al., 2005), respectively). Significantly, a study by Nagy
and colleagues (Nagy et al., 1999a) showed that the majority of individuals in this initial stage where neuropathology is
restricted to the TR and entorhinal cortex neurons indeed evidenced a measurable degree of global medial temporal lobe
atrophy.
If neurofibrillary AD pathology starts in the TR of the
perirhinal cortex and is associated with global measures of
anteromedial temporal atrophy detectable on structural imaging scans, then a volumetric measure of the TR alone may
provide an even earlier marker of incipient AD than is currently available. This hypothesis has received little attention,
perhaps because consensus on the anatomical localization of
the human perirhinal cortex was long lacking (Suzuki and
Amaral, 2003; Van Hoesen et al., 2000). This is starting to
change with Insausti et al.’s (1998) detailed study, which was
the first to map the cytoarchitectonic boundaries of this structure in a large group of human autopsy cases (n = 49) and
provide anatomic landmarks for use in structural imaging
studies. Using these guidelines, Juottonen et al. (1998) found
that volumes of the entire perirhinal cortex and temporopolar
region were reduced in a group of AD patients compared to
demographically matched control participants, albeit not as
markedly as entorhinal cortex volumes. It remains an open
question whether volumetric measures of only the TR would
provide more sensitive indicators of dementia pathology than
entorhinal cortex volumes, in particular in amnestic Mild
Cognitive Impairment as opposed to AD patients. To answer
this question, the anatomic location of the TR must first be
determined.
The goal of the present study was to determine the
anatomic location of the TR in a series of autopsy patients.
The TR is defined by an unusual cytoarchitectonic feature:
layers III and V of area 35 merge and sweep obliquely towards
the pia mater to invade layer II of the entorhinal cortex (area
28), resulting in an oblique layer of neurons (Van Hoesen et
al., 2000). This oblique layer of neurons, if affected by neurofibrillary pathology, can be visualized with Gallyas silver
staining. It is therefore possible to use Gallyas silver staining as a cytoarchitectonic marker of this region provided
a sufficient number of neurons are affected by neurofibrillary pathology. We inspected coronal slices at the level of
the anterior hippocampus stained with the Gallyas technique
(Gallyas, 1971) in a consecutive series of autopsy patients
for visible TRs (n = 64). Based on Insausti et al.’s finding that
the borders of the perirhinal cortex depend on the depth of
the collateral sulcus (cs) (Insausti et al., 1998), we related the
depth of the cs to the position of the TR in each case and sum-

marize the relationships between these two measures. Since
neurofibrillary pathology is not known to affect the borders
(i.e., lengths) of different cytoarchitectonic fields, nor result
in more shallow sulci (instead, sulci widen with atrophy), we
presume that the relationships between TR lengths and collateral sulcus depths described in the present study apply also
to brains not affected by neurofibrillary pathology.

2. Methods
2.1. Materials
All material considered for inclusion in this study was
obtained from patients consecutively autopsied at the Department of Pathology, University Hospital Basel, Switzerland,
between 1994 and 1996. The whole brain was immersed
in formaldehyde (4%) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS,
pH 7.2) for about 2 weeks and the left temporal lobe was
subsequently cut in a coronal plane at the level of the anterior hippocampus and the uncal region of the entorhinal
cortex. Deparaffinized 5-m-thick sections (approximately
4× 5 cm) were stained with hematoxilin and eosin, and
the Gallyas silver iodide technique (Gallyas, 1971) for the
detection of neurofibrillary tangles and neuropil threads.
Cases were included in this study if Gallyas silver staining
revealed a sufficient number of affected neurons extending from layer II of the entorhinal cortex medially toward
a deeper position in the perirhinal cortex laterally where
layers III and V merge ((Van Hoesen et al., 2000); n = 64;
36 females and 28 males; mean age ± S.D. = 83 ± 7 years).
This oblique layer of neurofibrillary tangles was considered equivalent to the transentorhinal cortex of Braak and
Braak (1985). These cases corresponded to Braak and Braak
Stages I–VI (mean = 3.3, S.D. = 1.4). These patients had
been characterized as neurologically normal (n = 13) or had
received neurological (or psychiatric) diagnoses of dementia
(n = 37), cerebrovascular insults (n = 12), Parkinson’s disease
(n = 7), depression (n = 2), normal pressure hydrocephalus
(n = 2), essential tremor (n = 1), progressive supranuclear
palsy (n = 1), schizophrenia (n = 1) and Wernicke Korsakoff
syndrome (n = 1) (some patients received multiple diagnoses). Clinical data were not available for two patients who
received neuropathological diagnoses of AD (both patients)
and intracerebral haemorrhage (one patient).
2.2. Measurements
To determine the anatomic boundaries of the TR in relation
to the cs, we measured the depth of the cs in mm from its
fundus to the point where a direct line from the fundus to
the midpoint of the sulcus at its outermost edge transected a
line drawn tangential to the apices of the neighbouring gyri. In
cases with two discontinuous cs’s (i.e., a shallow, more medial
cs located on the convexity of the parahippocampal gyrus
and a deeper, more lateral cs located at the boundary of the
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parahippocampal and fusiform gyri), the length of the deeper
cs was included in the descriptive statistics of the cs. Since
the TR was always located on the medial branch of bifurcated
cs’s (see Section 3), the length of this branch was measured
from its fundus to the midpoint of the sulcus at its outermost
edge (see also Insausti et al., 1998). The length of the TR
was measured in mm from the point where layer II neurons
began their descent to the point where they flattened in layer
IV of the perirhinal cortex, and this value was also expressed
in percent of cs length. TR locations were classified as being
located on (1) only the convexity of the parahippocampal
gyrus, (2) both the convexity of the parahippocampal gyrus
and the medial bank of the cs, (3) only the medial cs bank,
(4) both medial and lateral cs banks, or (5) only the lateral cs

Fig. 1. The upper part of the figure shows the outline of a representative coronal temporal lobe section from the present series with labelled gyri and sulci.
The lower part of the figure depicts how the lengths of the collateral sulcus
(cs) and transentorhinal region (TR) were measured (see text for details). cs:
collateral sulcus; FG: fusiform gyrus; Hi: hippocampus; IG: insular gyrus;
ITG: inferior temporal gyrus; its: inferior temporal sulcus; lf: lateral fissure;
lots: lateral occipitotemporal sulcus; MTG: middle temporal gyrus; PHG:
parahippocampal gyrus; STG: superior temporal gyrus; TLV: temporal horn
of lateral ventricle; TR: transentorhinal region; us: uncal sulcus.
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bank. The lateral and medial edges of the TR were measured
in mm from the cs fundus, where negative values indicated
a point lateral to the cs fundus and positive values indicated
a point medial to the cs fundus, and these values were also
expressed in percent of the cs length (see Fig. 1).

3. Results
Descriptive statistics of measurements are presented in
Table 1. The mean coronal level of the sections based on
the Mai et al. (Insausti et al., 1998) atlas was 14.1 mm, corresponding to a slice including the amygdala, the CA1 and
CA2 subfields of the hippocampus, dentate gyrus, subiculum, presubiculum, parasubiculum, uncus, entorhinal cortex
and perirhinal cortex (i.e., Talairach and Tournoux, 1988;
y = −14.1). Two discontinuous cs’s were present in five cases
(7.8%), and a bifurcated cs was apparent in 10 cases (15.6%).
The mean cs depth was 10.1 mm.
The mean length of the TR was 5.3 mm, and TR lengths
were significantly positively correlated with cs lengths (Pearson’s r = .368, p = .003). In the ten cases with a bifurcated
cs, the TR was always located on its medial branch. The
TR was most commonly located on the medial cs bank (42
cases; 65.6%), followed by a location on both the medial and
lateral cs banks (14 cases; 21.9%). The TR extended from
the medial cs bank onto the convexity of the parahippocampal gyrus in only two cases (3.1%). In six cases (9.4%), the
TR was located completely on the convexity of the parahippocampal gyrus. In five of these six cases (8% of all cases),
the midpoint of the TR coincided with a sulcus 1 mm in
depth which most likely corresponded to discontinuous cs’s
(R. Insausti, personal communication). Thus, two patterns
of TR positions were apparent in the present series: (1) if
two discontinuous cs’s were present, the TR was located on
the more medial and shallow cs (five cases), or (2) if a single cs was present, the TR included its medial bank (n = 58).
These broad criteria successfully classified 98.4% of cases;
in the single misclassified case, the TR was located on the
convexity of the parahippocampal gyrus in the absence of a
second, discontinuous cs. We describe the lateral and medial
TR borders for these two patterns separately. In cases corresponding to the first pattern (n = 5), the TR extended on
average from 1.9 mm lateral from the medial cs fundus to
2.7 mm medial to this cs. In cases with only one cs (pattern
2), the TR extended on average from 2.8 mm lateral to the
cs fundus (or fundus of medial branch in cases with a bifurcated cs) to 8.2 mm along its medial bank (or medial bank of
medial branch in cases with a bifurcated cs). The lateral and
medial edges of the TR in mm positively correlated with the
depth of the cs (lateral edge: Pearson’s r = .746, p < .0001,
and medial edge: Pearson’s r = .791, p < .0001): the longer
the cs, the more medial were the lateral and medial edges of
the TR along the cortical ribbon making up the cs. Thus, the
TR borders for cases showing pattern 2 can also be described
by the results of linear regression analyses, which take into
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics of the coronal level of the sections, collateral sulci (cs) and transentorhinal regions (TR) of the present series of 64 autopsy cases
Measurement

Mean

S.D.

Coronal Mai atlas level (mm)

14.1

3.2

cs characteristics
Two discontinuous cs’s
Bifurcated cs
Length of cs (mm)
TR characteristics
Length of TR (mm)
Length of TR (% of cs)
TR on convexity of parahippocampal gyrus
TR on convexity of parahippocampal gyrus and medial cs bank
TR on medial cs bank
TR on medial and lateral cs banks
TR on lateral cs bank

10.1

4.4

5.3
74.5

1.5
80.3

Range

Count

% cases

5
10

7.8
15.6

6
2
42
14
0

9.4
3.1
65.6
21.9
0

6.7 to 22.6

1.0 to 20.0
2.5 to 9.5
23.1 to 550.0

Two cs’s: TR on medial cs in parahippocampal gyrus (n = 5), measurements with respect medial cs fundus
Lateral TR border (mm)
−1.9
0.7
−3.0 to −1.0
Medial TR border (mm)
2.7
0.7
1.5 to 3.0
One cs: TR on medial bank of cs (n = 58), measurements with respect to cs fundus
Lateral TR border (mm)
2.8
Medial TR border (mm)
8.2

consideration both the relationship between TR length and
cs depth as well as TR position and cs depth: {lateral border
of TR in mm from cs fundus = −3.75 + [0.67 × (cs depth in
mm)]} (F (1, 56) = 70.27; p < .0001) and {medial border of
TR in mm from cs fundus = 0.59 + [0.78 × (cs depth in mm)]}
(F (1, 56) = 93.62; p < .0001). A flowchart for the anatomic
location of the TR summarizes these findings (see Fig. 2).

3.9
4.2

−4.0 to 11.0
2.0 to 16.0

4. Discussion
The present series of Gallyas-stained temporal lobe sections demonstrated an intimate relationship between the cs
and TR. The location of the TR was associated with medial
aspects of the cs: if two discontinuous cs’s were present,
the TR always straddled the more medial, shallow cs; if the

Fig. 2. Flowchart for the localization of the TR (percentages of 64 cases in each instance) with representative coronal, Gallyas-stained temporal lobe sections
illustrating the location of the TR (arrows) with respect to the collateral sulci (medial always to the left; bar = 1 mm) and equations for the determination of the
lateral and medial borders of the TR in mm with respect to the cs fundus (negative = lateral, positive = medial).
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cs was bifurcated (and a discontinuous cs was not present),
the TR was always on its medial branch; and perhaps most
significantly, the TR strongly favored the medial bank of
the cs. While a proper cytoarchitectonic study with healthy
and patient brains should be conducted to determine the
reproducibility of these results, the patterns we describe are
consistent with the findings of Van Hoesen and colleagues
who likewise localize area 35 to both the medial and lateral banks of the cs when it is shallow and to the medial
branch and fundus of the cs when the cs is of normal depth
(Van Hoesen et al., 2000). The present series also demonstrated that deeper cs’s were associated both with longer TRs
and a more medial position of the TR along the cortical ribbon composing the cs. These findings are consistent with
descriptions from Insausti and Amaral (2004), who localized
the entorhinal–perirhinal cortex boundary to the medial bank
of the cs. More specifically, the cytoarchitectonic study of
Insausti and colleagues (Insausti et al., 1998) localized this
border at the fundus of shallow cs’s (i.e., <1 cm), at the midpoint of the medial cs bank in cs’s of regular depth (1–1.5 cm),
and at the medial edge of deep cs’s (i.e., >1.5 cm). Thus,
deeper cs’s were likewise associated with a more medial location of the perirhinal–entorhinal cortex boundary in the series
of patients studied by Insausti and colleagues. This seminal study described regularities between the location of the
perirhinal cortex and the depth of the cs which, significantly,
were constant along its entire rostrocaudal extent. Thus,
although the relationships we describe between the cs and TR
are derived from single temporal lobe slices available from
each patient, we suggest that they apply to the entire rostrocaudal extent of the cs. The broad patterns we describe led to
the correct anatomic localization of the TR in 98.4% of cases.
The localization of the TR on structural brain images in
vivo will critically depend on the identification of the cs.
While the cs is clearly visible on many coronal slices, the
variability in its depth and branching patterns at different
rostrocaudal levels make its localization on some individual
coronal slices difficult. Pruessner and colleagues (Pruessner
et al., 2002) suggest that researchers identify a coronal slice
at the level of the posterior hippocampus in which the cs
is clearly visible, and follow this sulcus on sagittal images
through its rostrocaudal extent (see Pruessner et al., 2002
for details). The present results indicate that the location of
the TR will depend on the number and branching pattern
of the cs. If two cs’s are present, the TR was most commonly positioned on the shallow, more medial cs. This very
shallow sulcus most likely corresponds to the end of a discontinuous cs (R. Insausti, personal communication), although
some authors classify this sulcus as a rhinal sulcus (Hanke,
1997), and may not be detectable on coronal structural brain
images even if its deeper regions can be identified on sagittal
slices. If only one cs is present, the boundaries of the TR will
depend on the depth of the cs, necessitating its measurement
(cf. Insausti et al., 1998; Pruessner et al., 2002). The cs depth
can then be entered into the algorithms provided in Fig. 2 to
determine the medial and lateral borders of the TR. The ante-
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rior and posterior borders of the TR correspond to those of the
medial perirhinal cortex (Brodmann’s area 35 (Garey, 1999)
and Van Hoesen and Pandya’s field 35a (Van Hoesen and
Pandya, 1975)), and have been described elsewhere (Insausti
et al., 1998).
Structural brain imaging has become an important tool
in research on aging and AD, and in the diagnosis and differential diagnosis of AD. These studies have established
that volumes of the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus are
reliably reduced in AD and its purported prodrome, the
amnestic Mild Cognitive Impairment syndrome (Almkvist
and Winblad, 1999; Small et al., 2003). Since AD neurofibrillary pathology begins in the neighbouring TR, measures
of TR cortical thickness or volume based on the patterns of
anatomic localization described here may provide researchers
with a more sensitive marker of preclinical AD than is currently available.
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